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Big White Ghost
2004-09-17

it s hallowe en and there s talk of a ghost on birdwell
island jetta and mac aren t scared but what would they do if
they actually did meet a ghost

The Big Book of Ghost Stories
2012-12-04

over a thousand pages of haunted and haunting ghost tales the
most complete collection of uncanny spooky creepy tales ever
published edited and with an introduction by otto penzler
including stories by joyce carol oates rudyanrd kipling isaac
asimov james maccreigh and many more featuring eerie vintage
ghost illustrations the ghost story is perhaps the oldest of
all the supernatural literary genres and has captured the
imagination of almost every writer to put pen to the page
here edgar award winning editor otto penzler has followed his
keen sense of the supernatural to collect the most chilling
and uncanny tales in the canon these spectral stories span
more than a hundred years from modern day horrors by joyce
carol oates chet williamson and andrew klavan to pulp yarns
from august derleth greye la spina and m l humphreys to the
atmospheric victorian tales of rudyard kipling edith wharton
and h p lovecraft not to mention modern works by the likes of
donald e westlake and isaac asimov that are already classics
some of these stories have haunted the canon for a century
while others are making their first ghoulish appearance in
book form whether you prefer possessive poltergeists awful
apparitions or friendly phantoms these stories are guaranteed
to thrill you tingle the spine or tickle the funny bone and
keep you turning the pages with fearful delight including
such classics as the monkey s paw and the open window and
eerie vintage illustrations and also featuring haunted
mansions midnight frights lovers from beyond the grave
rapping tapping wailing shades and ghosts ghouls and specters
galore alsofeaturing haunted mansions midnight frights lovers
from beyond the grave rapping tapping wailing shades and
ghosts ghouls and specters galore
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Ghost Schools of the Big Bend
2008

a detailed study of education on the frontier in one small
spot it southwest texas which covers a 60 year period the
subject is the school in particular

The Ghost of Big Tom
2012-07-16

the ghost of big tom is a story of a family s saga big tom a
slave brought and used as a breeder by his master on a
plantation in murfreesboro north carolina cast a ghost over
his ancestors for generations to come big tom s legend a
virile man who fathered children to feed the slave trade
defines the passage of manhood from slavery to modern times
amongst the newsomes cedric newsome big tom s great great
grandson struggles to overcome the newsome s definition of
manhood which was through their ability to bed women and sire
children through a process of self examination cedric arrives
at a new concept and definition of manhood remodeled with a
sense of fidelity responsibility and accountability toward
oneself and his off spring the ghost of big tom offers
history suspense murder love and wisdom it s a must read

The Big Book of West Virginia Ghost
Stories
2014-03-01

turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal where
ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight author
rosemary ellen guiley shines a light in the dark corners of
virginia and scares those spirits out of hiding in this
thrilling collection
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Big Book of Missouri Ghost Stories, The
2013-08-01

the show me state s creepiest accounts of ghosts and
hauntings including st louis s most haunted house the lemp
mansion the smiling ghost of meramec caverns mysterious
spirits of the young brothers massacre hannibal s haunted
rockcliffe mansion hornet spook light near joplin spirits at
the family farm of jesse james

The Big Book of Virginia Ghost Stories
2010

turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal where
ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight author l b
tayloy shines a light in the dark corners of virginia and
scares those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling
collection

The Big Book of Texas Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the lone star state
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight author alan brown shines a light in the dark corners of
texas and scares those spirits out of hiding in this
thrilling collection from tales of haunted hotels like the
von minden and the beckham to a creek where a woman s screams
can still be heard to this day and the shadowy figures still
stalking the alamo these stories of strange occurrences will
keep you glued to the edge of your seat around the campfire
or tucked away on a dark and stormy night this big book of
ghost stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of New Jersey Ghost Stories
2013
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authors patricia a martinelli and charles a stansfield jr
shine a light in the dark corners of new jersey and scare
those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling collection from
what may lurk in the ramapo mountains to a ghostly little boy
who waits on clinton road and the fabled jersey devil itself
these stories of strange occurrences will keep you glued to
the edge of your seat around the campfire or tucked away on a
dark and stormy night this big book of ghost stories is a
hauntingly good read

Big Animal Ghost Book
1999-12

jetta and mac are scared when a big white ghost comes their
way

The Big White Ghost
2003

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the empire state reader
beware turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal
where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight author
cheri farnsworthshines a light in the dark corners of new
york and scares those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling
collection from apparitions and objects that fly off of
tables at the manhattan bistro to a specter that stalks
pulpit rock in lake placid there s no shortage of bone
chilling tales to keep you up at night around the campfire or
tucked away on a dark and stormy night this big book of ghost
stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of New York Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the prairie state reader
beware turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal
where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight author
troy taylor shines a light in the dark corners of illinois
and scares those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling
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collection from a gallows tree in greene county where an
apparition can still be seen hanging to the lingering spirits
of warring mobsters at the site of the st valentine s day
massacre these stories of strange occurrences will keep you
glued to the edge of your seat around the campfire or tucked
away on a dark and stormy night this big book of ghost
stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of Illinois Ghost Stories
2019-08-01

in the third book of the nina tanleven mysteries nina and her
best friend explore a haunted mansion where they must reunite
the ghosts of a father and daughter before it s too late nina
and her best friend chris haven t known each other long but
they ve already shared enough ghostly adventures for a
lifetime now working at an antique shop in town nina and
chris encounter their latest spooky predicament while
inspecting some classic furniture located high in the tower
of an old mansion in a creepy bedroom sits a magnificent
brass bed and to their surprise the crying ghost of a little
girl when they stumble across a second spirit who resembles
the girl s father nina and chris know one thing for sure
something is amiss in the big house and all the antiques in
the world couldn t be more exciting than getting to the truth
the ghost in the big brass bed is the third book of the nina
tanleven mysteries which begin with the ghost in the third
row and the ghost wore gray this ebook features an
illustrated personal history of bruce coville including rare
images from the author s collection

The Ghost in the Big Brass Bed
2014-09-30

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the mountain state
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight author rosemary ellen guiley shines a light in the dark
corners of virginia and scares those spirits out of hiding in
this thrilling collection from the headless ghosts wandering
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droop mountain to the tortured spirits of the trans allegheny
lunatic asylum there s no shortage of bone chilling tales to
keep you up at night around the campfire or tucked away on a
dark and stormy night this big book of ghost stories is a
hauntingly good read

The Big Book of West Virginia Ghost
Stories
2019-08-01

here are canada s haunted houses ghosts and poltergeists
weird visions of the past and improbable visions of the
future and assurances that there is life after death included
are more than 175 accounts of such events and experiences
told mainly by the witnesses themselves canadians from all
walks of life and all parts of the country some of the
stories are classics others are little known about one third
of the accounts have never before appeared in print this
fascinating scary book brings together the most notable
stories from the archives of john robert columbo canada s mr
mystery who is known for his many paranormal collections
including ghost stories of canada haunted toronto ghost
stories of ontario and strange but true whatever your views
are about the supernatural and the paranormal skeptic
believer middle of the road this huge collection of stories
filled with thrills and chills will cause you to wonder about
the nature of human life and the afterlife

The Big Book of Canadian Ghost Stories
2008-09-15

discover the paranormal past of this panhandle town photos
included monticello might sometimes seem like a quiet florida
panhandle town but its history tells of a ghostly past
stretching back to the early nineteenth century discover the
stories behind the old blacksmith s forge on jefferson street
where the chilling sounds of metal striking metal still ring
out across the town and the hanging tree forever haunted by
the ghosts of executed outlaws and lost confederate soldiers
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the monticello historical district contains over forty
buildings dating back to the nineteenth century and it is
said that one out of every three buildings are haunted join
local haunted tour guide betty davis and big bend ghost
trackers as they reveal the amazing history of monticello s
spookiest spots

Haunted Monticello, Florida
2011-05-20

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the keystone state
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight authors mark nesbitt and patty a wilson shine a light
in the dark corners of pennsylvania and scare those spirits
out of hiding in this thrilling collection from apparitions
of fires and soldiers struggling in the cold at valley forge
to ghostly children stalking dormitories at gettysburg
college these stories of strange occurrences are sure to send
a chill up your spine around the campfire or tucked away on a
dark and stormy night this big book of ghost stories is a
hauntingly good read

The Big Book of Pennsylvania Ghost
Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the show me state reader
beware turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal
where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight author
troy taylor shines a light in the dark corners of missouri
and scares those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling
collection from a headless ghost who stalks the aptly named
murder rocks to a large hairy monster that roams the banks of
the missouri river there s no shortage of bone chilling tales
to keep you up at night it s even rumored that the devil
himself came to st louis in 1949 but nobody knows for sure if
he ever left around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and
stormy night this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly
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good read

The Big Book of Missouri Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the old dominion state
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight author l b taylor shines a light in the dark corners of
virginia and scares those spirits out of hiding in this
thrilling collection from poltergeists that make trouble at
blue ridge pottery to a phantom light on holston mountain to
specters haunting the battlefield of cedar creek there s no
shortage of bone chilling tales to keep you up at night
around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night
this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of Virginia Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the old line state
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight author ed okonowicz shines a light in the dark corners
of maryland and scares those spirits out of hiding in this
thrilling collection from footsteps and apparitions appearing
at fort mchenry to reports of strange noises and phenomena at
the battleground of antietam these stories of strange
occurrences will keep you glued to the edge of your seat
around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night
this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of Maryland Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the heart of america
reader beware turn these pages and enter the world of the
paranormal where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of
sight author james a willis shines a light in the dark
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corners of ohio and scares those spirits out of hiding in
this thrilling collection from ghostly soldiers that still
haunt fort meigs to the eerie franklin castle there s no
shortage of bone chilling tales to keep you up at night there
s even a carved tombstone of an infant at cedar hill cemetery
whose ghostly eyes keep watch over those wander too close
around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night
this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly good read

The Big Book of Ohio Ghost Stories
2019-07-17

few states can rival california in terms of natural beauty
and exciting history but nearly three centuries of violent
crime sickness greed and murder have tarnished the golden
state and made it ripe for ghosts and hauntings from the
spanish priests who founded the first missions in their quest
to bring christianity to the native people of the region to
the ill fated donner party committing acts of cannibalism in
order to survive this book explores the most famous ghost
stories from california s past dating back to the 18th
century with spine tingling details that will delight readers

The Big Book of California Ghost Stories
2021-09-01

this unique collection of the greatest mysterious dark tales
supernatural stories horror classics has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards get ready to be
spooked and thrilled by the greatest master story tellers
ghost stories thrawn janet robert louis stevenson the horla
guy de maupassant to sura a letter pliny the younger the man
who went too far e f benson the phantom rickshaw rudyard
kipling the apparition of mrs veal daniel defoe the damned
thing ambrose bierce the deserted house e t a hoffmann the
withered arm thomas hardy the house and the brain lord edward
bulwer lytton the roll call of the reef a t quiller couch the
open door mrs margaret oliphant paranormal psychic stories
when the world was young jack london joseph a story katherine
rickford ligeia edgar allan poe a ghost lafcadio hearn the
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eyes of the panther ambrose bierce photographing invisible
beings william t stead the sin eater fiona macleod suspense
stories the birth mark nathaniel hawthorne the oblong box
edgar allan poe a terribly strange bed wilkie collins the
torture by hope villiers de l isle adam the mysterious card
cleveland moffett humorous paranormal stories the secret of
goresthorpe grange a conan doyle mr bloke s item mark twain
the man who went too far e f benson the man with the pale
eyes guy de maupassant

The Big Book of Spooky Tales - Horror
Classics Anthology
2023-12-30

this illustrated guide to kansas ghost towns will delight
travelers and armchair tourists alike organized by region it
tells the story of 100 towns that have either disappeared
without a trace or are only a shadowy remnant of what they
once were

Incredible Ghosts of the Big Sur Coast
1981

time has all but forgotten the tragic tales of those who have
passed through nevada but their spirits remain as arguably
the most haunted state in the nation nevada has more than its
share of ghosts with intriguing stories and historical
connections among them is the unfortunate gangster bugsy
siegel who died in beverly hills only to return to his old
stomping grounds the flamingo las vegas julia bulette the ill
fated prostitute who was slaughtered in her bed on a cold
january morning in 1867 and the many haunted houses in reno
their owners forever tied to their homes refusing to depart

Ghost Towns of Kansas
1988

this work comprises a collection of classic and lesser known
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ghost stories from the victorian and edwardian eras it
includes ghosts as fictional creations and as real
apparitions it includes contributions from all over the world

The Big Book of Nevada Ghost Stories
2023-08-01

prepare to be baffled with the big book of paranormal dive
deep into urban legends creepy hauntings and tales of the
unexplained with the big book of paranormal featuring over
300 hair raising spine chilling stories around bigfoot the
loch ness ufos aliens curses ghosts and unsolved mysteries
otherworldly illustrations and images bring these mystical
and frightening tales to life and make the stories creep off
the page this is the perfect gift for the little ghost hunter
or paranormal enthusiast in your life

Classic Victorian & Edwardian Ghost
Stories
1996

it s halloween the night when all the scary goblins and
creatures come to the door asking for a trick or treat tessa
is at home with her older brothers and mother getting ready
for the visitors her brothers leave to go out but her mother
says tessa is too young to go with them a big ghost appears
over and over that tessa sees but it suddenly disappears each
time her mother comes to look the big ghost finally comes
into the house towards tessa and her mother will they be ok

The Big Book of Paranormal
2021-08-17

indian ghost stories by s mukerji published by good press
good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non
fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature we issue the books that need to be read each good
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press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is
to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high quality digital format

Tessa and the Big Ghost
2020-12-31

the good ship sped on her way across the calm atlantic it was
an outward passage according to the little charts which the
company had charily distributed but most of the passengers
were homeward bound after a summer of rest and recreation and
they were counting the days before they might hope to see
fire island light on the lee side of the boat comfortably
sheltered from the wind and just by the door of the captain s
room which was theirs during the day sat a little group of
returning americans the duchess she was down on the purser s
list as mrs martin but her friends and familiars called her
the duchess of washington square and baby van rensselaer she
was quite old enough to vote had her sex been entitled to
that duty but as the younger of two sisters she was still the
baby of the family the duchess and baby van rensselaer were
discussing the pleasant english voice and the not unpleasant
english accent of a manly young lordling who was going to
america for sport uncle larry and dear jones were enticing
each other into a bet on the ship s run of the morrow i ll
give you two to one she don t make 420 said dear jones i ll
take it answered uncle larry we made 427 the fifth day last
year it was uncle larry s seventeenth visit to europe and
this was therefore his thirty fourth voyage and when did you
get in asked baby van rensselaer i don t care a bit about the
run so long as we get in soon we crossed the bar sunday night
just seven days after we left queenstown and we dropped
anchor off quarantine at three o clock on monday morning i
hope we sha n t do that this time i can t seem to sleep any
when the boat stops i can but i didn t continued uncle larry
because my stateroom was the most for ard in the boat and the
donkey engine that let down the anchor was right over my head
so you got up and saw the sun rise over the bay said dear
jones with the electric lights of the city twinkling in the
distance and the first faint flush of the dawn in the east
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just over fort lafayette and the rosy tinge which spread
softly upward and

Indian Ghost Stories
2023-08-22

goosebumps guaranteed master sullivan is determined to get
rid of the ghost of castle macadam a mystery story especially
written for big boys and girls to help your child discover
the pleasure of reading on their own ideal for ages 6 to 9
this story is from the collected volume spine tingling
stories also available in digital format don t delay discover
all the other fleurus stories in collected volumes or
individually and in digital editions

Humorous Ghost Stories
2015-10-15

it s halloween and the whole town dresses up in funny or
spooky costumes and gathers at the beach to watch a scary
ghost movie together when clifford investigates the big white
movie screen afterwards it falls on him covering him like a
ghost he runs through town unintentionally scaring everybody
emily elizabeth s friend jetta learns that it s okay to admit
to being afraid

The Hideous Ghost
2012-12-19T00:00:00+01:00

boooooooooooooo little mouse is looking for treasures but a
big scary ghost keeps scaring little mouse away when little
mouse confronts princess ghost she apologizes she was moaning
because the castle was so boring together they go looking for
treasure only to find something better than treasures gems or
gold little mouse big ghost is a quirky and fun story filled
with rhymes and illustrations for ages 3 5 but it s not that
scary i promise this book includes the read aloud feature an
audio narration by the author
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The Ghost-dance Religion and the Sioux
Outbreak of 1890
1896

florida s big bend region is sometimes known as the forgotten
coast but the tales of its haunts are anything but forgotten
this small cluster of towns and cities has produced a body of
ghost lore that rivals any stories produced in the state s
better known haunted cities one of the towns in the big bend
monticello is known in paranormal circles as one of the most
haunted places in the entire southeast old city cemetery in
tallahassee is the oldest public cemetery in the city and has
a long list of chilling encounters join author alan brown as
he recounts the history of one of florida s most terrifying
regions

Big White Ghost
2003-09-01

brief instructions in rhyme for catching a ghost

Little Mouse, Big Ghost
2022-04-03

from susie wong to madame butterfly to miss saigon you might
think that we ve had enough of american men adventuring
scoring and coming undone in the far east but you d be wrong
gammarino s big in japan is a shrewd and lively book sharp
eyed and unsparing in its account of a young american s good
and very bad moments overseas the writing is wired and the
ultimate judgement is merciless it s seductive and it s
devastating pf kluge author of eddie and the cruisers and
gone tomorrow while playing to lackluster crowds in their
hometown of philadelphia progressive rock band agenbite
clings to the comforting half truth that they re doing better
in japan when their manager agrees to send them over on a
shoestring tour though they re swiftly forced to give up
their illusions and return stateside all but one of them that
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is brain tedesco the band s obsessive compulsive nerve center
has fallen in love with a part time sex worker the first
woman ever to have touched him and his illusions have only
just begun what ensues is a gritty coming of age tale in
which brain intent on achieving some kind of transcendence
paradoxically or not so paradoxically descends into the
hungry ghost realm of tokyo s underworld he becomes in effect
a gaki the insatiable creature of buddhist cosmology and must
learn how to live even as his outsize desires threaten to
engulf him by turns compassionate and ruthless erotic and
grotesque riotously serious and deadly funny big in japan is
a sparking gut wrenching face melting debut novel

Haunted Big Bend, Florida
2013-06-25

how do teachers identify the potential for greater depth
writing and encourage children to meet their full potential
this book was created by people who are not only passionate
about primary education but who are also leading experts in
their own particular areas they have made use of their wide
experience to offer practical guidance on greater depth
writing while underpinning this with theoretical
understanding we hope that reading this book helps you to
reflect on what greater depth writing looks like and how you
can encourage children to write at greater depth you will
find many suggestions for teaching lessons that encourage
children to write at greater depth underpinned by theory

How to Catch a Ghost
1989-08-01

Big in Japan
2015-11-09
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Mastering Writing at Greater Depth
2020-02-29
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